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When you're a witch, being wicked comes naturally.For the Winchester witches, though, being

wicked is only half the fun.After a long winter, spring has finally hit Hemlock Cove and Bay

Winchester thinks things are finally settling down in the town â€“ and with her family. Unfortunately,

just the opposite is true.As a way to distract Aunt Tillie, the Winchester family has decided to give

her a new project: Her own greenhouse. As construction starts, though, Bay is approached by a

young girl â€“ one she quickly realizes is no longer among the living â€“ and given a task. The little

girl wants her mother â€“ and she wants Bay to find her.If that wasn't bad enough, Bay's boss has

brought in a consultant who wants to up The Whistler's production to three times a week, Bay's

father and uncles are in the midst of opening their own rival inn â€“ which has the middle generation

of Winchester witches in a tizzy (and Aunt Tillie on the warpath) â€“ and FBI agent Landon Michaels

is finally embracing the truth about witchcraft.In short order, Bay finds out that there may be more

than one ghost in need of help, Landon is still suspicious when it comes to the Winchesters and

Aunt Tillie finds she has an unlikely suitor in pursuit of her curmudgeonly affections, which doesn't

stop her from cursing the youngest witches in the family when the mood hits.It's just a normal week

in Hemlock Cove â€“ that is until the truth about two small ghosts blows sky high and brings a world

of trouble to the Winchester witches' doorstep.Note: These books are full of sarcasm and are a little

bit snarky -- so read only if you like to laugh and you aren't easily offended. This is the fourth book in

the Wicked Witches of the Midwest mystery series.
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Just finished the fourth book in the Wicked Witches Series and I'm truly hoping there is a fifth book

coming soon. I can't say enough about how much fun I've had reading the series. Although, not a

genre I would normally choose, I'm happy I did. The characters are inventive, real to life, interesting

and never dull. The story has twists and turns that you don't see coming and keeps you guessing

throughout. Amanda M. Lee is a gifted story teller, and is able to make that which is not real, beyond

plausible. I love the different personalities of all of the characters and how well they all work

together. Truly a funny, laugh out loud mystery, that keeps you guessing from the beginning. Hoping

that this is not the end of the series, and that another Wicked Witches book will be out soon.

Amanda M. Lee's stories are wonderful, and truly magical for those that enjoy a great time, and

aren't afraid to open their mind's to something different. Recommend her books to everyone that

loves to become engrossed and caught up in a story.

This book was awesome! Bay and her cousins get into so much trouble. Solving dangerous

mysteries or being nosy. Aunt Tillie cracks me up. Homemade wine, a pot field, or just dancing in

the moonlight naked with things flying left and right. Plus she says she don't wear underwear. Get

her posses enough though she may kill or curse you, who knows. I can't wait for book 5. It's going to

get better.

I really like this series but I have a small complaint about them as a whole. It stood out more on this

book than any of the others I've read so far. My biggest complaint is the two cousins. With each

book their personalities seem to be getting a little more extreme. Thistle seems to get meaner and

more bossy with each book. That's not at bad as how whiny Clove is getting though. She really got

on my nerves in this book. I seriously considered skipping over the parts she was involved in, which

is a lot of the book. I get it, Thistle is bossy and Clove is whiny, but those parts of their personalities

were taken to the extreme in this one. I really hope the trend doesn't continue. I'd like to continue

reading the series, but will not if the next couple books are this bad.There have also been a couple



minor typos in all if the books so far. Not sure if the original book had these, or if the person that

converted them to kindle format made the mistakes. For example there was a page that the word

'than' should have been used and 'that' was there instead. That's not enough for me to lower my

rating at all, very minor.The deducted star is for how whiny Clove is, really made me cringe.All and

all, I like the series a lot. The characters are well written, I found myself smiling a lot. And the 'who

did it' part is usually a surprise in all of the books so far.So far I've gotten the other books as kindle

unlimited. I decided to purchase this one even though I could have read it for free. But I found

myself not wanting to return the others and thought I'd avoid that by purchasing this one. Really

wish I'd saved my money since this one is my least favorite.

A completely enjoyable read. I tried the first book for free, then promptly purchased the next five and

read them all in about a week. I love the interaction amongst the characters, the back and forth and

give and take is phenomenal. The character development is great, you really feel like you know

them, or more importantly like you want to get to know all about them. I get so engrossed in the

conversations, the back and forth and the sheer snarkiness of the give and take (with the implied

and hidden puns) in the book that I find myself laughing out loud, which isn't too bad, unless you

happen to be in public. I've been on the lookout for another great author and character set to add to

my favorites list and have found them. I fully intend to check out all of her series and characters, I'm

sure I won't be disappointed.All of that praise being said, I do have to admit that the books have

been a little predictable in the mystery department, not completely but certainly not un-guessable,

though there are some creative twists. Thankfully the author doesn't make an un-introduced

character(s) the culprit, so she doesn't try to pull a cheap fast one that way. So maybe she isn't

quite Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Bay isn't anywhere near a Sherlock Holmes (though in my book

she is a lot funnier), who cares? The characters are fun, the story keeps you interested, it doesn't

lag, and I never found myself skipping pages as whiney, complex emotions were being drug out

while the character tortures herself/himself explaining why they can/can't do/feel something,

(because they aren't, she gets her point across and doesn't beat a dead horse about them). Overall,

the books are a fun, easy and enjoyable read, you will not be disappointed with them.

I thoroughly enjoyed reading about Bay, Thistle and Clove. What will they do when a little ghost girl

appears to Bay and tells her about a boat where children are held captive and are scared and crying

for their mama's? Is there anything they can do? Another cantputdownable must read.
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